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efilm workstation is a full featured, medical image viewing software application, which allows the user to view, modify, and print the results of dicom images. the application also allows the user to save images to disk in dicom format, manipulate images, create report templates, and generate cd/dvd
images for patient viewing and distribution. the program is compatible with any combination of windows and macintosh platforms. one of the most feature rich and powerful medical image viewing applications available, efilm workstation provides full support for the dicom standard, including dicom rt,
dicom wb, dicom is, and dicom 3.0. merge efilm workstation is a stand-alone solution to view and manage images and is the worlds #1 downloaded medical imaging application. efilm workstation allows users to have a full diagnostic quality workstation, dedicated cd/dvd burning, dicom printing and an
image review station in a low cost and high content solution that is scalable to any organization. with tens of thousands of downloads and licensed users worldwide, efilm workstation aims to be one of the easiest-to-use dicom viewers available. efilm workstation is most commonly used as a diagnostic
workstation, technologist review station, remote reading terminal, image distribution mechanism and disaster recovery device. in case you are interested in eliminating efilm workstation you ought to be aware that there is no way to remove efilm workstation by merge healthcare from your computer,

so be sure you are aware of that before you start to read how to eliminate efilm workstation.
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